Abstract. Mean residual life and failure rate functions are ubiquitously employed in reliability analysis. The term of useful period of lifetime distributions of bathtub-shaped failure rate functions is referred to the flat rigion of this function and has attracted authors and researchers in reliability, actuary, and survival analysis. In recent years, considering the change points of mean residual life and failure rate functions has been extensively utelized in determining the optimum burn-in time. In this paper we investigate the difference between the change points of failure rate and mean residual life functions of some generalized gamma type distributions due to the capability of these distributions in modeling various bathtub-shaped failure rate functions.
Introduction
Reliability usually refers to the probability that a component or system operates satisfactorily at certain length of time in which it is required. The gamma distribution has a wide application in reliability and survival analysis regarding to its ability of modeling both monotone and non-monotone failure rate functions. Recently, different generalized or modified forms of gamma type distributions have been inspected and used.
Cordeiro et al. [1] introduced exponentiated generalized gamma (EGG) distribution with four parameters, which is flexible to model bathtub shaped failure rate functions. Besides, including sub-models like generalized gamma (GG) distribution [2] , exponentiated Weibull (EW) distribution [3, 4] , exponentiated exponential (EE) distribution [5, 6] , generalized Rayleigh (GR) distribution [7] , etc.
The Kumaraswamy (Kum) distribution [8] is not very popular in statistical works although it can be widely used in modeling lifetime data. Jones [9] has explored its background and compared some properties of Kum and beta distributions. Its cumulative distribution function (cdf) is: F (x) = 1 − (1 − x λ ) φ , while 0 < x < ∞ and λ, φ > 0. Cordeiro and de Castro [10] indicated that if G(x) is cdf of a random variable, the cdf of Kum-generalized (KumG) distribution is defined by:
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Very recently, Pascoa et al. [11] introduced Kumaraswamy generalized gamma (KumGG) distribution with five parameters, letting G(x) be the cdf of gamma distribution. This distribution is flexible for modeling bathtub-shaped failure rate functions. The EGG distribution and all of its sub-models could be derived from KumGG distribution as well. Pascoa et al. [11] illusterated the superiority of KumGG to some of its sub-models. Using lifetime of 50 components, they reported smaller akaike information criterion (AIC) and Baysian information criterion (BIC) values for KumGG model among all fitted models. Also serum-reversal time of 148 childeren contaminated with HIV from vertical transmission are studied in [11] and KumGG model has the lowest AIC and BIC statistics. In a vast range of research area such as reliability, actuarial sciences and survival analysis, the relationship between the failure rate (FR) and mean residual life (MRL) functions and their corresponding change points of bathtub-shaped FR distributions has been investigated by many authors. Gupta and Akman [12] studied the shapes of the functions and their opposite trends. Mi [13] considered the turning points of FR and MRL functions. Lim and Park [14] explored the trend change of continuous MRL. Mitra and Basu [15] developed general estimation of the change points for non-monotonic ageing models based on FR and MRL functions. Salvia [16] analyzed specific situations on discrete MRL. Guess and Proschan [17] discussed the trend changes of FR and MRL functions. Ghai and Mi [18] derived sufficient conditions for the unimodal MRL to imply the bathtub-shaped failure rate. Tang et al. [19] looked into the general characteristics of FR and MRL for both continuous and discrete lifetime functions. Chen et al. [20] provided constructing methods of approximate interval estimation for the change point of FR function. Bekker and Mi [21] pointed out and corrected some errors in the literature by giving counter examples and new proofs and a more complete discussion on the shape of MRL function when the associate FR function is of rollercoaster shape. Mi [22] developed a general approach of the shape of FR and MRL functions. Bebbington et al. [23] estimated the turning point for MRL of a bathtub-shaped failure distribution. Shen et al. [24] examined the change point of FR and MRL functions for series and parallel systems and compared the location of the change points under increasing the number of components in systems. Recently, Shafaei et al. [25] studied the change point of the MRL of some weighted models and showed that the time maximizing the MRL of the greatest order statistic precedes the time maximizing the MRL of baseline model. They also proved that the time maximizing the MRL of proportional failure rate model increases as the probability parameter gets larger values.
Among all papers which studied MRL and FR functions and their trends, a few investigated the flatness of bathtub curve in bathtub-shaped FR distributions which could determine the useful period of the unit or system. Xie et al. [26] considered the difference between the FR function and MRL function change points for some generalized Weibull distributions, since the larger difference between the change points results the longer flat portion and also the longer useful lifetime period. Later, Bebbington et al. [27] proposed a tractable mathematical definition for the "useful period" of lifetime distributions with bathtubshaped FR functions and Bebbington et al. [28] constructed an empirical estimator for MRL change piont and developed a theory for difference between FR and MRL change points.
In this paper, we consider the difference between the change points of FR and MRL functions that gives a reliable idea of the useful lifetime for some generalized gamma type distributions: KumGG disribution, EGG distribution and two of its sub-models which are three-parameter exponentiated gamma (EG3) and two-parameter exponentiated gamma (EG2). Besides, analyze the influence of parameters values on the differences of the change points while they are bathtub-shaped FR distributions.
Preliminaries and some generalized gamma type distributions
If F (t) and f (t) respectively represent the cumulative density function (cdf) and probability density function (pdf) for t 0 as a lifetime random variable,the reliability function and FR functions respectively areF (t) = 1−F (t) and
. The MRL function m(t) states the expected remaining lifetime while the product has survived up to time t, and is mathematically expressed as:
.
According to the definition, m(0) = μ, which is the mean of the distribution. As was discussed in Muth [29] , there exists a relationship between MRL and FR functions expressed in the following formula
Also, Calabria and Pulcini [30] showed that
while the limit of the latter exists and is finite. By equations (2) and (3), the opposite trend of FR and MRL is obvious. Let G(t; α, β, k) be the cdf of the GG distribution [2] that is:
is the incomplete gamma function and Γ (.) is the gamma function. For properties of GG see Lawless [31] . The cdf of KumGG distribution is defined by substituting the G(t; α, β, k) in equation (1) . Therefore its reliability function is:
The corresponding pdf of KumGG distribution is:
In model (4), α is scale parameter and β, λ, φ and k are shape parameters. For more details about the properties of KumGG see Pascoa et al. [11] . Assuming φ = 1, the KumGG distribution reduces into EGG and the respective pdf is:
On the change points of mean residual life...
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Fig. 1. The relationship of KumGG distribution and some of its important sub-models.
A real lifetime example is given by Cordeiro et al. [1] who found EGG as the appropriate distribution fitting to survival time of 112 patients after kidney transplant. Moreover, by letting φ = β = 1 and φ = β = α = 1 we have the EG3 and EG2 distribution functions respectively. Real dataset from Lawless [31] referring to the number of million revolutions before failure for each of 23 ball bearings in the life test, were fitted to a few lifetime distributions including EG3 by Gupta and Kundu [5] .
The two-parameter gamma (G2) and one-parameter gamma (G1) are also obtained if φ = β = λ = 1 and
Furthermore, EW and EE distributons are respectively obtained by assuming φ = k = 1 and φ = k = α = 1. Also, GR distribution is acquired if β = 2 in addition to
Cordeiro et al. [1] showed the relationships of EGG and all of its sub-models which contains a considerable number of beneficial distributions. Figure 1 demonstrates the relationships between KumGG, EGG and some of its commonly used sub-models. To consider all the sub-models accurately see [1, 11] .
FR and MRL shapes and change points
KumGG distribution contains all increasing, decreasing, bathtub-shaped and unimodal failure rate models which depends on the values of its parameters. This characteristic is advantageous to estimate the individual failure rate functions and both relative failures and relative times [32] .
Utilizing the definitions, FR and MRL functions for KumGG distribution respectively are
, and
Different shapes of EGG failure rate function which involves analyzing its first derivative has been inspected in [1] . Let h 1 and h 2 respectively indicate KumGG and EGG failure rate functions, we have h 1 = φh 2 . Thus the same conditions for the shapes of EGG distribution are existing for the shapes of KumGG failure rate function.
In this paper, we only focus on the change points of bathtub shaped FR functions therefore we need to have β > 1 and βλ < 1 (see [1, 3] ). It is proved that where FR is differentiable bathtubshaped with unique change point 0 < τ 0 < ∞, if h(0)m(0) > 1 then MRL is upside-down bathtub-shaped with a unique change point t 0 and satisfying 0 < t 0 τ 0 (see [33] ). Earlier, Mi [13] had also shown that the change point of bathtub-shaped failure rate is greater than or equal to the change point of its corresponding upside-down bathtub-shaped MRL. Guess et al. [34] proved the same theorem.
For some parameter values, the necessary condition to have 0 < t 0 τ 0 is not always provided in bathtub-shaped FR functions of KumGG and its sub-models.
As it was stated, studying the bathtub-shaped FR function results considering the corresponding MRL function of an opposite trend. Therefore while determining the FR change point by minimizing the function leads to maximizing the MRL function to accurate its change point.
In Figure 2 , some FR and MRL functions and their change points of KumGG distribution with different parameter values are illustrated. The solid points mark the locations of the change points. In these graphs change points of MRL occure before FR change points, though in KumGG distribution it is not a necessary condition. Besides, by comparing the parameters with greater values of k not only the change points distances increase, but also MRL maximum takes larger values.
Length of the useful period
For bathtub-shaped failure rate models the length of stable period is an important feature since in reality greater constant region grants a longer time to apply the unit.
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International Journal of Metrology and Quality Engineering To derive the optimum burn-in time it is a reasonable method to find the point which maximizes the MRL function, see Weiss and Dishon [35] . There are other authors with different point of views on burn-in time, such as Yun et al. [36] , determining the optimal time by minimizing the total mean cost. Considering the maximum of MRL as the optimum burn-in time results studying the length of useful period after the burn-in time [26] .
Hence for the bathtub-shaped FR models of the generalized gamma-type distributions which were previously introduced, we study the length between the minimum of FR and maximum of MRL functions as the useful period: Length = τ 0 − t 0 . Besides consider the relative difference D = Length/τ 0 which could be considered as a scale-free measure to compare the useful periods. The larger distance provides a longer stable period so FR function is flat and curve does not rapidly change its direction.
In Tables 1-5 , the FR and MRL change points, their differences and the relative difference for various parameter values of EG2, EG3, EGG, and KumGG distribution functions are presented. In the last column of the tables, the stared values demonstrate the D > 0.9, which is considerably a large relative difference between the change points.
Apparently the FR and MRL functions change points and their differences are highly related to the values of model parameters. In all four employed distributions, increasing the value of k results larger length and averagely greater D. This effect is better clear while k > 1. The other shape parameter λ has no clear effect on D for EG2 and EG3 while 0 < k < 1, but as soon as k > 1, a slight increasing influence of greater λ could be recognized. Investigating the effect of λ in EGG and KumGG, the direct increasing effect of this parameter for any value of k is obviuos.
In EG3, EGG and KumGG distributions, the scale parameter α has no specific effect on the length or D. Considering different values of α for fixed values of k and λ in EG3, in addition fixed β in EGG and fixed φ for KumGG distributions, make no difference in the change points and also their distances. The new shape parameter, β, in EGG and KumGG distributions has a direct increasing influence on the difference as it takes greater values. However, studying the extera shape parameter φ in KumGG distribution decreases the length and also the relative difference, since increasing the value of φ does not alter FR change point while the MRL change point takes a larger value and also occurs nearer to the FR change point.
If just focus on the maximum of MRLs, they could reach to significantly large values in EG2 while 0 < k < 1, although sometimes there is no difference between MRL and FR turning points. The very high values occur seldom if more shape parameters are included in the model, as you see in EG3 and specially in EGG distributions. Besides, there exist values of Length and D which are less than 0 and that implies τ 0 < t 0 . This unsatisfactory event only occurs for EG2 and EG3 distributions, specially as 0 < k < 1. Therefore, increasing the number of shape parameters of the model can obviously avoid the inapproperiate situation. To have a better insight of parameters effects, see Figures 3-8 .
On the left graph of Figure 3 , it is demonstrated that in EG2 there is no clear effect of increasing λ while k < 1, but as soon as k > 1, the graph on the right, the larger λ results larger relative distance. Figure 4 reveals the same conclusion as Figure 3 for EG3 distribution. The lowest curve in Figure 5 belongs to β = 2 and curves go to the upper locations when β takes larger values in EGG distribution.
In Figure 6 , the most important point is that for all values of k, the value of λ has a direct effect on the value of D in KumGG distribution.
The direct increasing effect of larger values of β on the values of D for KumGG is shown in Figure 7 . Figure 8 illustrates that the value of α has no effect on the relative diffrence. It also shows the effect of larger k which results larger D; because, in every parallel paire of lines the upper line belongs to the k = 1.3 and the lower one refers to k = 0.1. This difference will gradually decrease as soon as parameter φ takes larger values. Besides, the decreasing effect of φ is clear in shifting the horizontal trend lines to lower values on D axis.
Ultimately, it is necessary to mention that some change points do not occur in the essential condition of t > 0.
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International Journal of Metrology and Quality Engineering Table 4 . Change points and their differences of KumGG, 0 < k < 1. Of course, these cases would never be naturally studied in real life; however, it could be advantagous to know that the occurence of these change points is so rare in EGG and never happens in KumGG. Therefore, by exponentiating GG and then EGG distributions, we approach to distributions of a higher capability of fitting to the real lifetime data.
More investigation
The effect of the models parameters on the relative distance D, specially the greater possible distances, has been discussed so far. It would be of great importance to consider the relative distance as it is D = 0, which is obviously the direct result of Length = 0. Here, we investigate this event in a general approach and look for the conditions in which the FR and MRL change points take equal values while not assuming any particular lifetime distributions, i.e., consider h (t) = m (t) or equivalently h(t) + c = m(t) where c is a constant parameter. Consequently ought to solve the following equation 
Conclusion
This paper analysed the distance between the FR and MRL change points in KumGG, EGG, EG3, and EG2 as the useful period of these lifetime distributions which provides a guaranteed working period of units or systems lifetimes following the aforementioned distributions. Generally speaking, the larger the shape parameters are, the longer the distance will be. Consequently, units which could be modeled with larger shape parameters are expected to live longer whereas varying scale parameter in EG3, EGG and KumGG makes no change on the useful period. Besides, investigating the general model of distribution functions in which FR and MRL change points coincide, led to three conditioned distribution models and explained why EG2 and EG3 distributions for some particular parameter values offer no useful period. If any parameter setting could be possible, decreasing the number of shape parameters and specifying particular range of k (k > 1) can result considerably long useful period and large MRL maximum. 
